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Marathi literature heralded the word ‘Dalit’ to both Indian and World literatures. 

Etymologically the word in Marathi means ‘broken’, first ever used by Jyotiba Phule; the word 

became an explosive catch word in 1960s’ for social, cultural, and political movements. It is 

referred to the castes that are discriminated and also referred to the conditions of cultural indignity 

and social sub alterinity.

With the advent of leaders like Jyotiba Phule, and Dr. Bheem Rao Ramji Ambedkar,  Prof. 

S.M. Mate with his trend setting book, ‘Upekshit ancha Antarang’, other than political, issues of 

Dalits entered into various fields. Ambedkar perceived the importance of literature for a social 

movement like Dalit movement. He strongly believed that any movement could be made strong if 

only it has its own literary tradition and canon. He picked up some educated academicians in 

Aurangabad to voice their predicaments through their writings.  Allegedly assumed as passive and 

mute social forces without possessing any initiative and self-assertion, they moved on to creative 

reflection with intellectual ability to analyse their conditions historically, sociologically in their 

own language and narration. The term ‘Dalit Literature’ was coined in 1958 in the first conference 

of ‘Maharashtra Dalit Sahitya Sangh’ held in Mumbai. It has emerged as very important distinct 

part of literature(s). Though Dalit literature is comparatively a contemporary phenomenon inspired 

on Buddhist ideology, Marxism and Mahar movement, the epoch making Bhakti movement in 

Maharashtra protested against the exploitation of the oppressed.
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On cultural and literary grounds, though disapproved by Babasaheb, the references of Dalit 

voices are found in, way back in 11th century. The first ever Vachana poet, Madara Chennaiah was 

a Dalit. Another mention is that of Chokamela, particularly the warkari culture emancipated God 

from the clutches of communal rigidity to seek the social equilibrium. His Abhangas protested the 

inequality and sing of brotherhood with a message of love for all. In 1949 Baba Saheb presided 

over a meeting at Traimbak, wherein he discussed about building a temple in memorium of 

chokhamela. Finally, the meeting ended with a resolution that “a real memorial consisted in 

devoting themselves with unflagging energy to the removal of the blot of untouchability”  

However, Babasaheb could not accept either Bhakti movement or Marxist ideology 

completely to subdue or overshadow with any other goals other than his community’s welfare. The 

famous dialogue with Gandhi that he had ‘no country’ reveals his undaunted concentration on his 

tormented community. He wanted and visualised not only equal grounds for his people, but wanted 

to create a new space for Dalits.  

This paper tries to focus the other litererians also who made their milestone contributions 

to Dalit literature. They rejected any Eastern and Western critical theories and decided to create a 

literature of their own. Dalit writers and literature developed their own point of view to look at 

history and contemporary events. These expressions in literature soon gained their importance. 

Silenced for centuries by prejudices and oppression the writers in the path ways of Ambedkar 

continued to register their anguish and protest in almost all genres of literature, importantly 

biographies and autobiographies. Throughout the period Pandit Poetry the field of literature was 

dominated by the counted few upper class people. In the beginnings of Dalit expressions, they 

were not very organised. Most of the creative work took in the form of material for the movement-

jalsa, a message in singing and performance. The habit of serious and regular writing, by few 

educated young men was established by the time of Buddhist conversion. The Dalit writers began 

their focused and stipulated work in 1950s. Although most of the writers come out of the Buddhist 

movement one of the earliest, Anna bhau Sathe, the prominent Dalit writer, without any formal 

education, made use of his volatile surrounds not only in his literary works, but also in art forms 

like Lavni and Tamasha. The democratic cultured form of Tamasha is made popular by Anna 

Bhau. He named it as Loknatya. He transformed this art form to suit the audience, times, and 
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context. Although there are number of groups in Dalit movement, no group denied the ground 

breaking work of Anna. His characters would ready to die for living and freedom.  

In the 60s the flow of the Dalit literary writing increased in the form of short stories novels 

and dramas in 70s individual volumes of poetry began to pour in and published by the Maharashtra 

Buddhist literature committee, Asmitadarsh press or the Marxist magova press. 

‘The Little Magazine Movement’ was founded by Baburao Bagul, Madhav Bandhu and 

Shankarrao Kharat. Bagul wrote, “Dalit Literature is not a literature of vengeance. Dalit Sahitya is 

not a literature which spreads hatred. It promoted man’s greatness and man’s freedom and for that 

reason it is an historic necessity. He professed through his writings that Dalit literature is neither 

an ideal representation of life nor an individual commitment, it is a social commitment. He started 

his writings in an era of left ideology writings in Marathi literature. The extreme poverty and 

misery that he experienced in his childhood made their place in his works. His collection of short 

stories ‘Jenvah Mee Jaat Chorli Hoti’ (when I robbed a caste), conventional   story writing in 

Marathi ‘Sood” (Revenge), his novels ‘Aghori’ and ‘Kondi’ are the exemplifying stories of misery. 

Bagul was the first writer to associate Dalit literature with African – American literature(s). This 

initiation was the beginning of the internationalisation of Dalit literature. 

The galaxy other writers like ArunKamble, Krishna Kamble, Raja Dhale, Laxman Mane, 

HariNarake, Sharan kumar Limbale, Waman Nibalkar, Bhimsen Dethe and BhuPanch bhai 

continued to write according to vision of their own, all of them speaking about the inner quest for 

identity.

Namdeo Dhasal, Arun Kamble and Raja Dhale formed ‘Dalit Panther Movement’ as a 

social organization. Namdeo Dhasal’s poetry opened with an unprecedented outburst of creative 

activity among Dalits. Dhasal’s first collection of poems in ‘Golpitha’ took Marathi literary circles 

by storm and broke all the rules of traditional Marathi literature. The use of language was shocking 

to the traditionalists. 

…I am headless body of a rat with a  

 Pyramid rising above me…….. 

 A dehydrated dancing girl
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Contrasting colour harmony

I too have poverty as my own piece of  

Land…

And

And all those things of theirs, 

We have put them to the test 

And the implication is this— 

Only our shadows can cover our own feet. 

Dhasal’s political affiliations also were much discussed as that of his poetry.  The anguish 

in his works and his aspiration for Dalit’s was incessant feeling. Their inherent suppressed urge to 

emerge out of centuries of darkness and suffering to claim their just heritage and space in society 

has found expression. The disapproval and the radical protest in his poems show his extreme hatred 

for the system. He says, “The system operates through distrust: and a preconceived notion that we 

are not only low, but also evil,”

The other poets like Narayan Survey, Daya Pawar, and Arun Dangle wrote with poignant 

poetic images with a liberated spirit.  

…That some were high while others were low? 

Well, all right, then this city deserved burying- 

Why did they call it the machine age? 

Seems like the Stone Age in the twentieth century. 

(‘You Wrote From Los Angles’, by Daya Pawar) 

Keshav Meshram’s ‘One day I cursed that…. God’ is the series of the questions. The poetic 

beauty lies in the shocking reality of life as weapon to fight against the fantasy and imagination. 

Arjun Dangle, editor of ‘Poisoned Bread’ calls back the present contemporary Dalit writers to 

come back to their forgotten origins. 
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Mention is requiring for Sheoraj Singh Bechain’s autobiographical writing as a Child 

labourer is considered as mile stone. Shanker rao Kharat, former Vice Chancellor, Baba Saheb 

Ambedkar University, Aurangabad, work ‘Taral – Antaral’ is a narration of social history.  Sharan 

kumar Nimbale’s ‘Akkarmashi’ and unpublished experiences of Babanrao Chavan, writers like 

Daya Pavar; Nana Saheb Jhojde tried to aproot the evil by rooting out the purulence. They found 

that solitary wring as a way of self-assertion. The past is re-visited, re-composed, re-assessed and 

re-cognized in the light that finally shines at the moment of fulfillment. That light re-veals, takes 

out the veils that overshadowed the "real" history. The accomplishment of the end holds the key 

to a renewed insight into history, and shows the way for a genuine appropriation of oneself.

Then come the abundant writing of women writers in Dalit literature. Mukthabai way back 

in 1855 wrote about the subjugation of women. She even pointed out the internalised dominated 

values. Dalit women writers are sensitive to the differential treatment with in the Dalit 

communities. She focuses on experiences to understand and analyse the society. After a period of 

a century even after preaching’s of Jyotiba and Savitri Phule Dalit women struggle to put their 

identities Urmila Pawar’s ‘The Weave of My Life:  A Dalit Woman’s Memoirs’ represents a back 

ground picture of the Maharastran culture in interpersonal and inter communal relations, classes 

and tolerances . Her ‘Aaydan’, the Uterus, represents the class, caste and gender in the Indian 

context. She records a women’s discovery of selfhood and assertion of identity.

Baby Kamble and Shantha Bai Kamble published their life stories. These works speak of 

extreme form of social, economic, physical and mental torture and exploitations. 

 ‘I have realised many things while writing the book. The humiliated existence that I show, 

it was not with a light heart at all that we accepted it. A particular community has forced us to 

comply. We have therefore no reason to feel ashamed of it. While writing, the word Mahar used 

to come here and there. This term makes blush with shame those people of my caste who have 

today become enlightened. What shame is there in this term? On the contrary, it makes us hold 

high our head. I vouch highly for the fact that I, a Mahar, I am a native of this land of Maharashtra. 

I am not a vagabond who has arrived here one doesn't know from where. This land is my home 

and the Mahar is the mother who bears testimony to this. Because even today, this country, this 
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rashtra takes its name from us, Mahar. If this name fleeces your tongue, I cherish it with fervour 

in my arteries; it makes me aware of the struggle.’  

Baburao Bagul Murali portrays the abuse of these women. The images of savage reality 

would emerge through this portrays. Another dimension in these forms is cultural activity with the 

songs of Dalits themselves. A mention should be made here that there are more than forty Dalit 

theatres, Dalit Rangabhumi.  

Kamud Pawade’s ‘Antahsphot’ speaks about women’s plight. She has published several 

articles on culture and social education. The writings of Aruna Lokahande, Asha Thorat, and 

Sugandha Shende make an impressive self-discipline. Thorat writes on Dalit flok literature. 

 A few life stories are written down as biographies by someone else for records being kept 

as documents for political and social history. When Shanta bai Dani, a companion of Ambedkar 

and respected political and social leader of the dalit movement, got the Savitri bai Phule Award, 

the renowned poet Kusumagraj (Shirvadkar) took her interview on TV with Bhavana Bhargave, 

Dani's close friend and supporter. After the interview, the poet insisted that Bhavana Bargave 

should write the biography of Shantabai. 

‘Bhimyana: experiences of Untouchables’, is the visual writing. The literary and the 

political dimensions are closely intertwined in this graphic biography of Ambedkar.  Navayana 

finds inspiration from neo Buddhism this publishing house seeks to explore issues which are 

neglected by mainstream publishers. 

 Dalit literature has spawned new literary canons and new aesthetic imagination. It is the 

signal that Dalit cultures are edging out their lines to carve the new niches. The legacy of ancient 

wisdom and present intellectual awareness put Dalit writings to reflect them in an effective way.
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